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Tough times – better for safety?
Half speed vrs Full speed
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General trends in casualties reported to Gard
Common factors in investigation reports

• Main driver in casualties: Commercial pressure

o More time spent on the cargo operation itself (cargo, crew claims)

o Lower ship speed (navigation, machinery)

o More thourough planning

• Reduction in maintenance and training

• Individual level; Use of PPE, physical condition, diet

• Ship/ team level; Onboard leadership – or lack of such

leadership (poor BRM/CRM)
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Gard
A Scandinavian heritage with over 100 years of consistent, reliable service

• Team with long experience in the industry as:

o Superintendents

o Chief engineers

o Naval Architects

o Naval officers

o Master Mariners

o Pilots

o Classification Surveyors

• Owned by the industry for the industry

• An organisation with more than 460 staff who understand your 

business

5 One common goal: To help our members and clients in the 

marine industries to manage risk and its consequences



Preventing accidents
Gard Alerts, LP Circulars and Case studies
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Loss Prevention activities and training 

for officers and crew

• Operational Risk Workshops

• Bridge Team Management (BRM)

• Improving safety meetings through  improved 

on-board risk assessment

• Leadership and safety Culture

• Pilot handling, ECDIS & Electronic navigation

• Casualty seminars; “When the alarm bell 

rings”

• Cargo claims
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Assisting our members and clients in their 

effort to reduce losses and avoid casualties



Loss Prevention activities towards 

top management ashore
• Crisis management

• Live contingency exercises

• Table top exercises

• Media training – maritime casualties

• Taking care of relatives

• Close cooperation with members and clients 

during crisis response

In a crisis situation the ship owner’s internal resources will 

never be sufficient - Gard can play a supporting role



Claims picture among BMPFs members



BMPF involvement and Gard
Vessel years
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H&M Claims BMPF
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P&I claims BMPF
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Crew claims frequency 2006-2015
BMPF
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Human Claimtype distribution
BMPF
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Nationality and Rank distribution
BMPF
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All nationalities vs Filipinos, top 20 illnesses
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Back Allignement

• 25% of all Gard’s crew claims costs

• Reason; incorrectly lifting, carrying and pulling loads

• The lifting of gangway case – 100% disability compensation   

(non US) 
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Loss Prevention; Body mechanics (how we..), physical 

condition (fitness), poor design/ slippery surface 



Preventing Back injuries
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Why Enhanced PEME in Ph?
Nationality Illness (USD) 2010-2014
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Why Enhanced PEME in Ph?
Nationality Illness (No) 2010-2014
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PEME Ph
Data based on PEME test done by the 3 «Gard» clinics
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Unfit for Sea duty (4.4%)

Worst case scenario: If these «unfit for sea duty» persons had been ill at sea 

the passage home would cost about USD 5.000.000



10 most common reason for «Unfit»
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Concern; Food and activity
… a never ending story
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Onboard accesor
Approval of BRM- ERM onboard training

• Coaching and training skills of assessor?

• Handling a complex situation with tugs and pilot?

• Team response in crisis response?

• Communication, power distance, speaking up culture, decision 

making etc. Daily scenarios to support such training?
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Market or safety driven change of requirements?



BRM- ERM issues in ALL incidents
Do we have enough resources onboard to create a good learing 
environment?
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Onboard leadership
Implementation of lessons learned

«Accidents are often not the result of a lack 

of learning, but of the failure to implement 

the lessons learned”.
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Case; Organisational learning
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• A 25400 DWT Tanker was crossing the Pacific 

Ocean, bound for Korea. 

• After a few days on the voyage, the officer on 

the 00-04 watch observed that the vessel would 

pass very close to a small island during the next 

watch (the 04-08 watch).

• The OOW made a few corrections on the course 

to compensate for the drift

• At 04:00 the watch was handed over to the chief 

officer. 

• At 04:36 a grounding was avoided in the last 

minute by altering course

“What happened?” - in stead of “Who is at fault?” Placing individual blame might satisfy those seeking “someone to 
hold accountable” but it often only serves to hide the real source of 

the error and drives mistakes underground



Real as opposed to “ceremonial” learning
Preconditions for learning

• Reporting of unsafe acts are 

motivated 

• The purpose of reporting is 

shared 

and clearly understood

• Anonymity is ensured

• Root causes rather than easy 

reckonable individual errors 

made

• Facilitate implementation 

also on organizational level

• Feedback and reward
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Learning the lessons from near-misses 

should help to improve safety performance 

since near misses can share the same 

underlying causes as losses (ISM).

Reporting
Analyzing, trends & 

recommendations

DistributionImplementation

& Corrective action

Learning cycle is often not fully integrated or used in the wrong way

- reporting of human errors alone will not improve organizational learning



Learning from the experience of each other
Safety meetings and work shops - five success criteria
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• First, people learn more easily and effectively from stories about 
incidents than from abstract information, or from safety slogans.

• Second, learning is best achieved by doing, e.g. writing a 
summary and present it - tell the story - for the team/crew. 

Listening passively to an accident briefing will have limited effect. 

• Third, learning can be enhanced if the crew discuss whether or 
not a similar accident could occur in their own context and what 

the controls (barriers) are to ensure that it does not.

• Fourth, The presentations should be given by the master/CE (or 
top management) focusing on the lessons they have derived 

from an incident - not only on «the importance of safety».

• Finally, master/CE (or top management) should, if possible, take 
active part in group work sessions and safety discussions.

A practice of just sending out alerts, bulletins or notification about incidents has 

limited effect!



Preventing accidents
Onboard discussions and safety talks
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Casestudies for 

DISCUSSION



Recommendations 

• Safety costs – try an accident. Focus on what goes better when 

ships have better time. Bring this philosophy into busier times.

• Your organisation might be geared for lower activity – do proper 

risk assessment before speeding up operations

• Personal level; Use of PPE and physical condition/ nutrition

• Phillipinnes; a more thourough PEME will reduce illness claims

• Ship / team level; Focus on leadership and learning 

opprotunities. BRM/ ERM is vital training

• Company level; No correlation between safety performance 

and crew nationalities. It is the company’s safety culture that 

makes a difference
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Are we prepared for Full throttle when 

market is picking up?
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marius.schonberg@gard.no

Thank you
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